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Family Planning Alliance Australia Position 

• All women seeking contraception must be given accurate evidence-based 

information on the safety, efficacy, advantages and disadvantages of all contraceptive 

options.  

• All women seeking contraception must be assisted to make a choice based on their 

personal needs, preferences and medical suitability. 

• LARC methods are highly effective, reversible forms of contraception. 

• Improving access to LARC is an effective strategy in preventing unintended 

pregnancy. 

• LARC is highly effective and safe for women across the reproductive life course, 

including younger women and those who have not had children. 

• Intrauterine devices (IUD’s) are safe and effective when inserted directly following 

delivery, and provide immediate birth control, but may have a higher expulsion rate. 

Background 

A Long Action Reversible Contraception (LARC) method is one that requires administration 

less than once per month. LARC includes hormonal or copper-bearing intrauterine devices 

(IUDs), the hormonal contraceptive implant and the hormonal contraceptive injection Depot 

Medroxyprogesterone Acetate (DMPA). Due to its high discontinuation rate1 and frequent 

administration schedule DMPA is not included within the scope of this statement. LARC is 

more effective in preventing unintended pregnancy and has higher continuation rates than 

shorter acting methods including the contraceptive pill.2  

Intrauterine devices (IUDs) are highly effective contraception. IUDs inserted directly following 

delivery provide immediate birth control and may decrease unintended pregnancies, 
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including short-interval pregnancies, thereby mitigating health risks and associated 

economic burden3 However may have a higher expulsion rate.4 

5There are notable knowledge gaps among adolescents and young people regarding 

LARCs, such as eligibility criteria, the reversibility of long-acting options, and misconceptions 

regarding infertility. Clinicians should specifically counsel regarding the suitability for LARCs 

in nulliparous populations and that LARCs do not cause infertility. 

Uptake of LARC in Australia is low in comparison to other developed countries.6,7 

Whilst there is no routine national data collection on contraception usage, recent survey data 

suggests that implant, injectable and intrauterine device (IUD) methods combined are used 

by fewer than 10% of Australian women.8 There is no conclusive evidence that identifies 

reasons why LARC uptake is low in Australia. Abortion rates are a proxy measure of the 

prevalence of unintended pregnancy.  

There is no national data collection on the incidence of induced abortion in Australia. 

However, in 2004 the number was estimated to be 83,000 which equates to one abortion for 

every four known pregnancies.9 Unintended pregnancy among Australian women is 

considered to be a significant public health issue.10 Multiple factors influence a woman’s 

decision to use LARC including access, lack of awareness and information as well as 

misconceptions about their safety and side-effects. 

Family Planning Alliance Australia will advocate for increased 
usage of LARC through:  

• Building the contemporary Australian evidence base to determine rates of unintended 

pregnancy, abortion and contraceptive use as well barriers to LARC usage to inform 

the development of strategies to increase uptake. 
• Awareness, information and education campaigns aimed at women and healthcare 

providers to accurately inform the community about suitability. 
• Ensuring that accurate information about LARC is included in training courses for 

healthcare providers, including GPs and practice nurses. 
• Increasing the capacity of nurses in the provision of LARC to increase access. 
• Identifying incentives to increase LARC usage and bring about change. 
• Promoting the development of nationally consistent data collections relevant to 

contraception and unintended pregnancy.11 
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